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I wish to appreciate the support of H.E the President in championing environmental conservation and
ensure the Country’s posterity and heritage is preserved. I therefore call upon all stakeholders to participate
in conserving our Water Towers.

Mr. Keriako Tobiko, CBS, SC
Cabinet Secretary
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTRY
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Remarks from the Principal Secretary
Water Towers are ecologically sensitive ecosystems that provide
array of services from provisioning, regulating, supporting and
cultural. These ecosystems receive rain water and stores it in
aquifers in addition to recharging the springs and rivers emanating
from it. Therefore, Water Towers are key supporters of socioeconomic development and well-being of the people. The Mau
Forest Complex is one of the major Water Towers in the country
that supports tourism, agricultural, industrial, health and energy
sectors. For instance, the Mara-Serengeti Game Reserve and
National Park which is a tourist attraction site mainly for Wildebeest
migration depends on the Mau Complex for its sustenance.
Despite the benefits of Water Towers, these ecosystems face myriad of threats and challenges.
This include forest excision, encroachment, illegal logging, rampant charcoal production, poor
land management practices, growing of Eucalyptus trees and weak law enforcement and
governance structures. In this regard, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry is keen on
mobilizing the requisite resources from public, private as well as development partners to ensure
these ecosystems are protected. The Ministry is also pertinent on rehabilitation, reclamation and
conservation of Enapuyapui Swamp, the main sources for the Mara River. Therefore, I call upon all
stakeholders for their collaboration in implementing recommendations made in this status report.
I also take this opportunity to appreciate Kenya Water Towers Agency for the effort directed in
developing such an invaluable report.

Dr. Chris Kiptoo, CBS
Principal Secretary
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT AND FORESTR
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Foreword
Kenya Water Towers Agency is mandated to co-ordinate and oversee
protection, rehabilitation and conservation of Water Towers. To achieve
this, the Agency has been collaborating with various stakeholders both in
the National and County Governments to ensure the Water Towers are well
conserved. We have also been working closely with Non-Governmental
organizations, private sector, and local communities in rehabilitating the
water towers. As part of our coordination role, the Agency undertakes
periodic assessment of the condition of our Water Towers and publishes
in the Status Reports.
East Mau Water Tower is among the 22 blocks of the Mau Forest Complex.
It is an important water catchment area for Lake Victoria, L. Natron, L. Nakuru and L. Baringo. It
supports the lifeline of the Mara - Serengeti Game Reserve and National Park for tourism attraction
especially on Wildebeest migration through the Mara River. The Water Tower also plays a critical role
in sustenance of Lake Natron which is a breeding site for the lesser flamingos. However, this ecosystem
is facing various threats such as forest excision, encroachment, illegal logging, overgrazing, rampant
charcoal production, political interference and unsustainable PELIS system. For instance, about 35,000
ha (54%) of the forestland was excised in 2001 to pave way for settlement. The resultant effects has
been evidenced by drying up of rivers and springs, loss of forest cover, unpredictable rainfall patterns,
reduced agricultural production and loss of biodiversity.
In this regard, Kenya Water Towers is at the forefront of championing for restoration and conservation
of this critical ecosystem. Therefore, there is need for creative and innovative solutions, particularly
initiatives that will enhance the capacity of local communities as well key stakeholders in conservation
of the Water Tower.
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I wish to acknowledge the support provided by the Presidency and the Ministry of Environment
and Forestry towards conservation of our Water Towers. I also acknowledge the role played by our
partners and stakeholders and I urge them for continuous collaboration as the Agency coordinates
the implementation of recommendations made in this report.

Dr. Julius M Malombe
Board Chairman
KENYA WATER TOWERS AGENCY
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Preface
East Mau Water Tower is one of the 22 blocks in the Mau
Forest Complex. It is an important water catchment area
for the Lake Victoria, Natron, Nakuru and Baringo. This
Water Tower is the source of Rivers Mara that flows to the
trans-boundary Lake Victoria; Ewaso Ngiro flowing to Lake
Natron; Njoro, Enderit and Naishi into Lake Nakuru; Molo
and Rongai into Lake Baringo. The main wetlands in this
water tower are Enapuiyapui and Majimoto. It is also a
rich biodiversity hotspot with endangered and threatened
species such as the African Elephant, Red Cedar, African
Golden Cat, Leopard and Crowned Eagle.
The main challenges facing this water tower are illegal logging of indigenous trees,
encroachment, forest fires, unsustainable stone quarrying, excisions, soil erosion
among others. The Agency recently rehabilitated degraded areas in East Mau by
planting bamboo and indigenous trees species. We have also provided capacity
building to the local communities on alternative livelihood options to reduce
pressure arising from over-exploitation of forest resources. In this regard, the
Agency has supported the local communities with over 500 beehives to promote
this conservation initiative. However, there is need for more work to be done
to ensure restoration of this water tower as highlighted in the report. We are
therefore calling upon more partners to come on board so that we further step-up
our conservation efforts.
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I take this opportunity to appreciate the support provided by the Ministry of Environment
and Forestry in delivery of the Agency’s mandate. I also take this opportunity to thank the
KWTA Board of Directors for their oversight role in the development of this report. I wish
to acknowledge KWTA Senior Management and the staff for their contribution in during
this process. I recognize the Directorate of Ecosystem Research, Planning and Audit for
coordinating all activities geared towards production and publication of this report. Finally,
as a coordinating Agency, we are grateful for the support provided by all stakeholders
including National and County Governments, Non-Governmental Organizations as well as
the local community.

Prof. Julius G Tanui PhD, EBS
Ag. Chief Executive Officer
KENYA WATER TOWERS AGENCY
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Executive Summary
This status report provides a detailed assessment of the state of East Mau Water Tower, to informs
decision making for its conservation. It examines the changes that have taken place in this Water
Tower for the purpose of establishing trends and determining the genesis of its degradation.
Intervention measures to reverse the trends have been addressed as well. In addition, assessment
of the critical water catchment areas, ecosystems services and the socio-economic activities as
well as community interactions with the Water Tower have also been highlighted. An economic
valuation to determine the value of water tower in monetary terms was also undertaken.
East Mau Mau Water Tower is one of the 22 blocks in the Mau Forest Complex. It largely lies in
Nakuru County with only a small section in Narok County. The Water Tower covers an area of
160,895 ha (67,335 ha under gazetted forest and 93,560 ha is the buffer zone). It forms the upper
catchment for main rivers that drain into the trans-boundary Lake Victoria, L. Natron, L. Baringo and
L. Nakuru. In addition, it is one the main source of water for the Mara River that is key in sustaining
the Wildebeest migration in the Maasai Mara Game Reserve and Serengeti National Park. It also
plays a critical role in recharging Lake Natron that is a breeding site for the Lesser Flamingos. The
Water Tower has various springs and two main swamps, that is Majimoto and Enapuyapui. These
rivers, springs and swamps are important sources of water for domestic, industrial, irrigation use.
The Water Tower is also an important biodiversity area. However, it has undergone changes over
the years. This is mainly due to human induced activities and political interference. About 35,000
ha (54%) of the forestland was excised in 2001 for settlement. Part of these areas was critical
water catchment zones. This led to drying up of springs and reduction in river volume. For instance,
analysis on Molo river flows indicated that the steady of flow of these river reduced from year
2002. Other threats and challenges facing this Water Tower are encroachment for settlement and
farming, illegal logging, forest fires, overgrazing, ballooning of plantation forest, pollution from
factories, charcoal production, unsustainable sand harvesting and debarking of trees for medicinal
purposes. The resultant impact of these threats is evident in the changes in land cover where forest
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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land decreased by 21,740 ha while cropland increased by 14, 849 ha inside the gazetted forest
between 1990 and 2016.
With such findings and increased levels of degradation in East Mau Water Tower, there is an
urgent need to move with speed to restore and conserve this ecosystem. An implementation plan
with an indicative budget of KES. 649.5Million was developed to actualize the following proposed
intervention measures:
1. Recovery of areas above 2800 metres (above sea level) which are critical water catchment
areas for rivers emanating from the Water Tower. These areas include Kiptunga, Milimet,
Elburgon, Teret, Siapei and Topoti
2. Restoration of Upper Njoro sub-catchment through re-afforestation and strict enforcement
of the law
3. Riparian and spring protection with main springs being Maji Moto springs in Nessuit,
Kaplekwa in Teret; swamps and rivers such Njoro, Makalia, Elderit and Naishi
4. Enforcement of relevant legislation through surveillance and patrols so as to curb illegal
activities.
5. Involve local communities in a participatory approach to conservation Water Tower, create
ownership as well as preserve migration corridor for the African Elephant
6. Promotion of agroforestry to increase tree cover in this Water Tower
7. Promotion of alternative source of livelihood to diversify household income. These include
beekeeping, fish farming and planting of fruit trees
8. Promotion of alternative sources of energy such as energy saving jikos to reduce demand for
fuel wood and charcoal used by the community.
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The Big Four
During the next 5 years, I will dedicate the energy, time and
resources of my adminstration to the Big Four.
The Big Four will create jobs, which will enable our people to meet their basic needs.
Jobs will transform the lives of our people from that of hardship and want, to new lives of
greater comfort and wellbeing. And that is the future I have seen.

Uhuru Kenyatta

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA

Food
and
Nutritional
Security

Universal
Health
Coverage

Affordable
Housing

Enhancing
Manufacturing

Ecosystem goods and services are the foundation for the success of all the sectors in Kenya and thus the big four agenda
will not be achieved without conserving the environment, especially the water towers. The water Towers have direct and
indirect linkages with Health, Food and Nutrition, Housing, Industrial and Manufacturing sectors due to their heavy reliance
on natural resources such as water and wood. Therefore, the protection and sustainable management of Water Towers must
be given high priority in order to provide an enabling environment towards achievement of the Big Four.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Budgetary Allocation to Sustainable Natural Resource Management
The ecosystem services and goods provided by the water
towers include micro-climate regulation, water storage
and purification, waste treatment and carbon sinks. The
communities living adjacent to water towers benefit
directly through provision of goods such as firewood,
pasture and honey. The contribution of water towers and
natural resources in general to the national economy has
been grossly undervalued, leading to inadequate resource
allocation for their conservation and preservation.

For example, in the current financial year (2017/18),
the water and natural resource management has been
allocated 78 billion, representing a mere 4% of the total
national budget as can be seen in the Figure below.
There is need for awareness creation and promoting
appreciation of the importance of conservation and
protection of the natural resources and the associated
need for adequate budgetary allocation.

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
ALs		

Alternative Livelihoods

App		

Appendix

AWF		

Africa Wildlife Foundation

CBFFM		

Community Based Forest Fire Management

CFA		

Community Forestry Associations

CITES		

Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species

GBM		

Green Belt Movement

GIS		

Geographical Information System

GoK		

Government of Kenya

GPS		

Global Positioning System

ha		

hectares

IUCN		

International Union for the Conservation of Nature

JEU		

Joint Enforcement Unit

KAM		

Kamba

KCB		

Kenya Commercial Bank

KEFRI		

Kenya Forestry Research Institute

KENGEN

Kenya Electricity Generating Company Limited

KES		

Kenya Shillings

KFN		

Kenya Forestry Network

KFS		

Kenya Forestry Service
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KFWG		

Kenya Forestry Working Group

KIFCON

Kenya Indigenous Forest Conservation

KNBS		

Kenya National Bureau of Statistics

KWS		

Kenya Wildlife Service

KWTA		

Kenya Water Towers Agency

LULC		

Land Use and Land Cover

LVEMP		

Lake Victoria Environmental Management Program

MAA		

Maasai

MOALF

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries

Mt		

Mountain

NEMA		

National Environmental Management Authority

PELIS		

Plantation Establishment and Livelihood Improvement Scheme

PES		

Payment for Ecosystem Services

SCMP		

Sub-Catchment Management Plan

SLM		

Sustainable Land Management

Swa		

Swahili

TEV		

Total Economic Value

WRA		

Water Resource Authority

WRUA

Water Resource Users Association

WWF		

World Wildlife Fund
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Definition of Terms
Water Tower
Water Towers are elevated geographical areas comprising mountains, hills, and plateaus where the
topography, geology, soils and vegetation support reception, retention, infiltration, and percolation of
precipitation and storage as ground water, that is eventually released through springs, streams, rivers,
swamps, lakes, and oceans to sustain connected biodiverse ecosystems and is harnessed for use.
Watershed
An area or ridge of land that separates waters flowing to different rivers, basins or seas
Drainage Basin
It is an area of land where all water that falls on that land flows into one river
Drainage system
The pattern formed by streams, rivers, and lakes in a particular drainage basin
Landcover
Is the physical material on the surface of the earth
Land use
Refers to human activities/foot prints on the surface of the earth
Land Use and Land Cover Changes
Changes that occur in land use and land cover over time based on satellite imagery analysis
Land Use and Land Cover Trends
Transitional changes in land use and land cover over a period of time
Buffer
An area of specified distance around a forest (in this case 5 km from the edge of the forest)
Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Is a system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, manage, and present geographical data
xxii
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Remote Sensing
Process of obtaining data without being in physical contact with the object, as applied mainly by space
satellite in acquiring satellite imagery of the earth from space
Global Positioning System (GPS)
Is a network of orbiting satellites that send precise details of their position in space back to earth and are
used to provide position on the earth surface
Ecosystem services
Are the many and varied benefits that humans freely gain from the natural environment and from properlyfunctioning ecosystems
Ecosystem values
Measures the importance of ecosystem services to people
Total Economic Valuation
It is a tool for determining the benefits of an environmental system to people by assigning monetary value
to all ecosystem goods and services
Plantation Establishment Livelihood Improvement System (PELIS)
Scheme ran by Kenya Forest Service (KFS) to help increase forest cover and restore degraded forests in the
country whereby Forest Adjacent Communities (FAC) are allocated plots to inter plant tree seedlings and
crops and care for seedlings until they form a canopy
River flow
Volume of water flowing on a stream at a given time
Biodiversity
The variety of plant and animal life in the world or in a particular habitat, which is usually considered to be
important and desirable
Biodiversity hotspot
An area with a high concentration of species potentially threatened by destruction or extinction.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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1.0 Introduction
Water Towers are elevated geographical areas
comprising mountains, hills, and plateaus where
the topography, geology, soils and vegetation
support reception, retention, infiltration,
and percolation of precipitation and storage
as ground water, that is eventually released
through springs, streams, rivers, swamps, lakes,
and oceans to sustain connected biodiverse
ecosystems and is harnessed for use. The
water towers are multi-functional and provide
significant ecosystem goods and services that
are important for the livelihoods, hydrology and
biodiversity of the surrounding communities
and the wider region in which they occur. The
ecosystem goods from the water towers include
firewood, honey, pasture, herbs and medicinal
plants, and water for domestic and livestock
production. The ecosystem services include
provision of carbon sinks for climate change
mitigation, water purification and storage for
recharge of springs and rivers, and reservoirs of
biodiversity (Kinyanjui, 2011).
In early 2000, only five water towers were
recognized namely; Mau Forest Complex,
Mt. Kenya, Aberdares, Cherangany hills and
Mt Elgon(GOK, 2006). Thereafter, the Kenya
Water Master Plan (GOK, 2012) identified other
significant water towers that provide water

to the local comunities, particularly in arid
and semi-arid lands. These water towers have
been given better recognition by the formation
of the Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA)
established in 2012 to coordinate and oversee
the protection, rehabilitation, conservation and
sustainable management of water towers.
The Vision of KWTA is “to be a global leader
in sustainable management of water towers”
while the Mission is “to sustainably manage
water towers and their ecosystems through
coordination and conservation for socioeconomic development”.
The strategic objectives
of KWTA are to:
1. Coordinate Water Towers Ecosystem
Health and Resilience
2. Coordinate and Oversee Securing of Catchment
Lands, Wetlands, and Critical Biodiversity
Hotspots Within the Water Towers Ecosystems
3. Acquire Appropriate Infrastructure to Support
Sustainable Management of Water Towers
4. Promote Sustainable Livelihood Support
Programmes Within the Water Towers
5. Establish Strategic Partnerships and Linkages
for Sustainable Management of Water Towers
6. Undertake Institutional Strengthening

1.1 Overview of Water
for Effective Service Delivery

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Towers
The initial mandate of the Agency
was to coordinate and oversee
sustainable management of
water towers distributed across
the country as shown in Figure
1.1. The Water Towers are located
and spread in over 40 counties
across the country (Table 1.1 and
Table 1.2). Water towers vary
in size, shape, drainage patterns
and features. There are five water
towers legally recognized in Kenya
namely; the Mau Forest complex,
Mt. Kenya, the Aberdares, the
Cherangany hills and Mt Elgon. In
addition, 13 more water towers
have been gazetted since 2012
(Fig. 1.1) and 70 more proposed
by various stakeholders across
the country (Table 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Gazetted Water Towers in Kenya
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Table 1.1: Gazetted Water Towers and their Location/County
Water Tower

Immediate /Bordering Counties

1.

Aberdare Range

Nyeri and Muranga to the east, Kiambu to the south,Nyandarua to
the west and Laikipia to the north

2.

Cherangani Hills

Most of Elgeyo Marakwet, West Pokot to the North,Trans Nzoia to
the North-west and Uasin Gishu to the South-west.

3.

Chyulu Hills

Makueni, TaitaTaveta and Kajiado

4.

Huri Hills

Marsabit

5.

Kirisia Hills

Samburu

6.

Loita Hills

Narok

7.

Marmanet Forest

Laikipia, Nakuru, Baringo and Nyandarua

8.

Matthews Range

Samburu

9.

Mau Forest Complex

Nakuru, Baringo, Kericho, Narok, Bomet, Nandi andUasin Gishu

10.

Mt. Elgon

Bungoma and Trans Nzoia

11.

Mt. Kenya

Embu and Tharaka Nithi to the eastern side, Meru to the northern
and eastern side, Laikipia to the west, Nyeri to the south west and
Kirinyaga to the south

12.

Mt. Kipipiri

Nyandarua

13.

Mt. Kulal

Marsabit

14.

Mt. Marsabit

Marsabit

15.

Mt. Nyiru

Samburu

16.

Ndotos Ranges

Samburu

17.

Nyambene Hills

Meru

18.

Shimba Hills

Kwale

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Table 1.2: Proposed Water Towers by the various stakeholders
Kajiado County
Ngong hills
Namanga hill

Nyamira County
Manga hills
Sironga wetland

Emali hills

Machakos County

Meru

Embu

Machakos hills

Imenti hills

Kirimiri hills

Kibauni hills

Ngaya hills

Kiang’ombe hills

Baringo County

Kisii

Tugen hills

Nyangweta hills

Kanzalu hills

Maparasha hills

Matetani hills
Iveti hills

Homa Bay

Nyeri County

Gwassi hills

Karima hills

Elgeyo Marakwet

Oldonyo Sabuk
Kilifi County
Mwangea hills

Tumutumu hills

Sameta hills

Kiamacheru hills

Taracha hills

Nyara hills

Nyacheki hills

Nyeri hills

Elgeyo hills

Makueni County
Makuli hills
Mbooni hills

Turkana

Taita-Taveta

Loima hills

Taita hills
Kasigau hills

Nthangu hills
Nzaui hills
Makongo hills
Kilungu hills
Mbui Nzau hills
Yekanga hills
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Nakuru County
Subukia
escarpment

Nandi County

Narok

Lamu County

Mt. Suswa

Lake Kenyatta

Kibirong swamp
Kingwal swamp

Migori
Maeta hills
Magaimuya hills
Taragwiti hills
Laikipia
Mukogodo hill

Nyandarua County Kitui County
Mutito hills
Maungu hills
Endau hills
Kavonge/
Museve hills
Kajiado County
Mutuluni hills
Nguruman
Mumoni/
Ngaikuyu hills
Escarpment
Kyawea hills
Mutha hills
Nuu hills

Kiambu
Kikuyu
escarpment

Uasin Gishu
Leseru Swamp

West Pokot.
Chebuko/
kamalegon
Karasuk hills
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1.1.1 Threats to Water
Towers
Water towers are sensitive and fragile
ecosystems susceptible to various threats, which
compromise their ability to provide ecosystem
goods and services. The key threats facing the
water towers are highlighted in Table 1.3. The
major threats to the water towers are:
1. Population pressure: The rapid growth in
human population has led to shortage of land
for agriculture and settlement resulting in
encroachment into the water towers. In addition,
there is increased demand for ecosystem goods
leading to intesification of poaching, illegal
logging and grazing in the water towers which
hinders their conservation and protection.
2. Deforestation: Conversion of forestland
in the water towers to croplands by adjacent
communities degrades land through loss of

6
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vegetation cover causing soil erosion and
landslides. In addition, illegal logging, forest
fires and overgrazing rampant in most water
towers further speeds up deforestation thereby
accelerating soil erosion.
3. Poor infrastructure: There are limited
investments in the water towers due to the
“tragedy of commons” whereby adjacent
communities are keen to derive maximum
benefits while incurring minimum cost. Further,
negative local factors such as steep slopes and
their location in remote areas limits interest
of potential investors. There is also minimal
infrastructural development investments in
water towers by the Central Government
and County Government, compromising
conservation efforts. This limits the ability of
Water towers to optimally perform their socioeconomic and ecological roles to benefit the
communities.

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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4. Invasive species: Some water towers are
threatened with rapid spread of invasive species
such as Prosopis juliflora, Dodonea viscosa and
Lantana camara. These species threaten the
survival of indigenous and endemic species
hence compromising biodiversity concentration
and diversity.
5. Resource use conflicts: There is escalation
of resource use conflicts amongst communities
surrounding the water towers
due to
competition over scarce natural resources
occasioned by negative impacts of climate
change, population growth and degradation.
6. Enforcement of laws and regulations:
There is weak institutional framework that
compromises the enforcement of existing laws
and regulations e.g. the Forest Act of 2016
(which prohibit people to live inside the forest)
and Charcoal Rules of 2009 (for sustainable
charcoal production) hampering conservation
and protection of the water towers. Gaps in
legal and institutional framework has led to
poor coordination in lead agencies, thereby
contributing to conflicting roles.

8
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7. Lack of sustainability and ownership:
There is limited community ownership of
conservation and protection programs initiated
by state and non-state actors in the water
towers making them unsustainable in the long
term. Additionally, weak or lack of mechanisms
for strengthening community ownership of
projects contribute to unsustainable projects.
8. Partnerships and linkages: Weak partnerships
and linkages exist between stakeholders
initiating and implementing programs in the
water towers leading to unnecessary duplication
and overlapping of conservation initiatives.
Weak partnerships also contribute to poor
coordination and ties among stakeholders
and partners, weak monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms and poor funding.
9. Monitoring and evaluation: There is
inadequate information about key drivers and
actual status of degradation in the water towers
and the conservation measures undertaken by
various stakeholders due to a weak monitoring
and evaluation system.

Table 1.3: Key Threats to Gazetted Water Towers

Settlement

Sand Harvesting

Debarking

Erosion

Illegal grass harvesting

Illegal honey harvesting

Charcoal burning

Cultivation

Livestock grazing

Illegal logging

Bush/Forest Fires

Bush meat poaching

Threats

Water Tower

1.       Aberdare Range
2.       Cherangani Hills
3.       Chyulu Hills
4.       Huri Hills
5.       Kirisia Hills
6.       Loita Hills
7.       Marmanet Forest
8.       Matthews Range
9.       Mau Forest Complex
10.    Mount Elgon
11.    Mount Kenya
12.    Mount Kulal
13.    Mount Marsabit
14.    Ndotos
15.    Nyambene hills
16.    Shimba hills

Key

Yes

No
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Impacts of Threats to the Water Towers
Reduction in
forestland cover
Limited availability of
timber and firewood

Increased soil and
wind erosion

Destruction of water
catchment areas

Increased siltation and clogging of
water ways, dams and wetlands

Loss of ecosystem services e.g.
water storage and purification
Declining water
quality

Increased costs of
water purification
10
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Declining fisheries
production
Reduced power generation
from hydro-electric plants
Reduced mitigation to
causes of climate change
Vulnerability to negative impacts
of climate change e.g. acid rain

Increased incidence
of flood damage

Desertification

Loss of
biodiversity

Extinction of medicinal
herbs and trees

1.2 Quarterly Water Tower
Status Reports
To address the first strategic objective of KWTA
on “coordination of water tower ecosystem
health and resilience”, current information
on the status of water towers is required. The
information should indicate temporal and
spatial changes in their health and resilience
by establishing the present level of degradation
and the corresponding causes coupled with the
conservation efforts. The information will assist
government and non-government actors to
identify and prioritize measures for safeguarding
the water tower resilience and health.
Additionally, the status information is crucial
in formulation of water tower management
plans and for identification of rehabilitation and
conservation strategies.

Consequently, KWTA is expected to undertake
regular water tower assessments and publish the
findings in quarterly reports to be disseminated
to Cabinet, Parliament, County Governments
and other key stakeholders. In this regard KWTA
has prepared this status report for East Mau
Water Tower following an assessment carried
out between October and December 2017.
The overall objective of the report is to provide
key information on the status of the target
water towers for informed decision making and
sustainable management by government and
other stakeholders.
The specific objectives are to:
1. Establish the location, size and biophysical attibutes of the water tower;
2. Analyze land cover land use changes
between 1990 and 2016;
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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3. Carry out hydrological analysis and
analyze the relationship with land use
land cover changes
4. Establish socio-economic status of the
communities bordering the water tower
5. Identify
critical
catchment
and
biodiversity roles in the water towers and
map related hotspots for conservation
6. Identify the threats and challenges facing
the waters towers
7. Identify stakeholders and their functions
in the protection and conservation of the
water towers
8. Establish actions undertaken to protect
and rehabilitate the water towers by
KWTA and other stakeholders
9. Recommend appropriate measures to
be undertaken for the conservation and
rehabilitation of the water towers

1.3 Methodology
The study employed various methods to assess
the current status of water towers. As a first step,
existing secondary information was gathered
by desktop literature review from existing
sources and any related past surveys on East
Mau water tower. This was followed by land use
12
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and land cover assessment through Geographic
Information System (GIS) and Remote Sensing
(RS). Additional GIS analysis yielded hotspot
information for the water tower based on
slope angle, elevation and deforestation. All
the biodiversity and catchment hotspots were
further combined in a GIS environment and
the potential areas for conservation prioritized
along a three tier ascending scale of low,
moderate and high.
Household interviews were carried out to assess
socio-economic impact of human activities on
land use and land cover in the water tower.
Physical observations and photographs taken
by field officers traversing the adjacent villages
were used to ground truth the general land use
and land cover status in the area studied.
River flow analysis was carried out using
data on daily river discharge acquired from
Water Resources Authority (WRA), which was
measured in cubic meters per second. The
criteria for selecting the data was availability
of time series data covering the period under
study (1990-2017) with limited gaps. Only river
flow data within the water tower was used for
the study.

When the well’s dry, we know the worth of water
Benjamin Franklin, (1706-1790), Founding Father, USA
Geo-referenced sub-location level population statistics of 2009 was acquired from KNBS for
analyzing human population density within the water tower. The population density was computed
in ArcGIS where the number of people per square kilometer was computed at sub-location level
and chloropleth maps used to generate population density maps.

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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East Mau
Water Tower
Key Attributes
• One of the two largest blocks that
make up the great Mau Forest
Complex Covering 155,087 ha
• 35,000 ha was excised for human
settlements
• Big portion of the Water Tower is
in Nakuru County and only a small
section extends to Narok County
• Source of Mara river and its tributaries
that drain into lake Victoria; Ewaso
Nyiro South and its tributaries that
drain into lake Natron; Njoro, Enderit
and Naishi that drain into Lake Nakuru;
and Molo and Rongai rivers that drain
into Lake Baringo
• Declining water flow in springs and
rivers such as Molo, Njoro and Sondu
• Hosts critical wetlands (Maji Moto,
Enapuyapui
• Has a rich diversity of
• birds and has been accorded the
Important Bird Areas status by CITES.

Threats
and Challenges
• Encroachment into the
gazetted forest and riparian
areas due to lack of clear
demarcation and fencing
of boundary coupled with
rapid population growth in
the area
• Land degradation due
to
unsustainable
land
management practices
• Frequent forest fires

• Forest land decreased between 1990
- 2016 by 21,740 ha while crop land
which was minimal in

• Human wildlife conflicts

• 1990 increased by about 14, 849 ha as
at 2016.

• Mismanagement of
forest plantations

• Total Economic Value of the Water as
of 2018 was KES. 1.2 Billion

• Landownership issues

• Political interference

Proposed
Interventions
• Survey and clearly demarcate
forest boundaries
• Promote sustainable land
management practices
• Strengthen
Enforcement Unit

Joint

• Promotion of Agro-forestry
• Promote
adoption
of
alternative sources of energy
e.g energy saving jikos, solar
energy and briquettes
• Recover
and
restore
encroached and degraded
lands
• Establish multi-stakeholder
coordination unit
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2.0 Geographical Location
The East Mau Water Tower located in the Great Rift Valley is one of the largest blocks that make up
the great Mau Forest Complex (Figure 2.1). The Water Tower is mainly found within Nakuru County
and only a small section extends to Narok County. It forms the upper catchment for the main rivers
which feed Lake Victoria, Lake Baringo, Lake Nakuru and Lake Natron.

Figure 2.1: Location of East Mau
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The size of the Water Tower approximately 155,087 ha of land out of which 66,729 ha ha is the gazetted
forest area and 93,560 ha is the area within the 5 km buffer zone. East Mau block covers 65921 ha and
Mau Narok 808 ha. About 35,000 ha was excised for human settlements. The excisions affected the
vegetation cover in the main water catchments of Elburgon, Kuresoi, Keringet, Kiptagich, Njoro and
Olposimoru.

2.1 Climate
The rainfall pattern is bimodal with peaks in April and August (Figure 2.2). The rainfall ranges
between 1000 and 2000 mm. The temperatures range from 16 to 22°C with July being the coldest
month.

Figure 2.2: East Mau Rainfall Distribution
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2.2 Hydrology
The East Mau Water Tower feeds the following rivers and their tributaries; Mara and its tributaries
that drain into lake Victoria; Ewaso Ngiro South and its tributaries into lake Natron; Njoro, Enderit
and Naishi into Lake Nakuru; and Molo and Rongai rivers into Lake Baringo (Figure 2.3). These
rivers cover a large geographical area and are a source of water and livelihood for surrounding
communities.

Figure 2.3: Drainage System of East Mau
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However, the 2001 excision that led to clearance of vegetation cover had adverse effects on the
water generating ability of the Water Tower and by 2009, over forty water sources in the Mau
Forest Complex had dried up. Further, changes were observed in the Sondu River where the flow
of water became irregular hindering hydroelectric power generation in Sondu-Miriu plant during
dry seasons.

2.2.1 Rivers
The Mara river traverses the world renowned Maasai Mara game reserve and is crossed by wild
animals during the world famous wildebeests migration. There is evidence that in the last three
decades, water discharge from East Mau has reduced as exemplified by the Njoro and Molo rivers
which drain the North and South regions respectively. Molo river is fed by two tributaries; Elburgon
and Rongai Rivers and between 1984 to 2002, there was a steady decline in the flow of water
(Figure 2.4).

Njoro river

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Maji Moto spring

This period coincided with the excision of forest land for human settlements leading to changes in
land use and land cover from forest to cultivated land. Frequent water use conflicts occurred as a
result of the declining river flows and increased water demand for irrigation.
Njoro river had even more challenges compared to Molo. There was declining river flow due to
destruction of the water catchment areas, change in land use and land cover, and degradation of
riparian areas (Figure 2.5) coupled with pollution by effluent from Njoro Town. Before 1992, the
river had water all the year round but became seasonal thereafter.
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Sugutek Springs in Teret with serious erosion is taking place and there is absence of tree cover

Figure 2.4: Molo River Flow

Figure 2.5: Njoro River Flow
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Forest Fires

Forest fires during dry season are a major challenge to forest rehabilitation efforts in Kenya. Kenya faces an average
of 78 human induced forest fires annually with 40% due to arson, 20% by negligence and carelessness, and 40%
due to unknown causes. Rehabilitated forests and plantations, particularly in water towers are the most damaged
by these fires. The findings from a study conducted by Mutiso et al. (2015) indicated that the Mau Forest Complex
(MFC) is historically a high fire risk area whereby the forest frequently burns. In the recent past, reported forest
losses due to fire in the MFC according to the study were: Koibatek forest lost 1000 ha, Maji Mazuri 300 ha,
Esageri 100 ha, Kiptunget 2900 ha, Chemususu 100 ha, Dundori 440 ha, Logoman 350 ha, Sururu 548 ha, Baraget
105 ha, Nessuit 300 ha, Eburu 1100 ha, Central Ontulili 200 ha, Ontulili 500 ha among others. The burnt forest
areas even when rehabilitated hardly grew to maturity to provide any significant economic or ecological value.
There is limited empowerment and participation of the local communities in fire prevention and control. Local
communities can successfully incorporate fire usage into sustainable land use and vegetation management
systems. The underlying concept of integrated fire management also referred to as Community-Based Integrated
Fire Management (CBFFM) focuses on integrating fire and local communities into a sustainable fire control and
prevention management system. CBFFM ensures sustainable forest fire prevention and control in the water towers
by enforcing sanctions for starting uncontrolled fires besides establishing fire breaks, buffer strips and fire-lines;

Recommendations for improved control of forest fires
1. Establish a community-based approach in dealing with the fire disasters in the water towers whereby
Community Forest Associations provide a platform upon which consensus building on forest fire
control and prevention can be anchored, culminating in the formation of Community-Based Forest Fire
Management (CBFFM) units. The County governments to take the lead in their formation
2. Participatory policy and legislative interventions should be undertaken to support successful
establishment and operation of CBFFM
3. Institutional and financial support should be provided to CBFFM towards enforcement of sanctions for
starting uncontrolled fires, establishing fire breaks, fire-lines and buffer strips
4. Implement a monitoring system for patrolling fire prone areas during the dry season and build watch
towers
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Enapuyapui swamp

2.2.2 Swamps, wetlands and springs

Maji Moto wetland

East Mau has numerous swamps, wetlands and
springs scattered throughout the region that are
the sources of many rivers. They are recharged
from the underground storage of the Water
Tower and are sensitive to slight changes in the
levels of the water table.

Maji Moto spring locally referred to as`Upatinishi’
originates from maji moto wetland which is
relatively well preserved. The spring serves a
large community of over 15,000 homesteads
with water for domestic and livestock use.
These are from Sirgotik, Teret and Simotet
sublocations in Nessuit Location.

Declining forest cover increases surface run off
thus reducing the levels of rain water infiltration,
leading to the drying up of many of these natural
water points.
Human activities such as bush clearing,
grazing and over extraction of water resources
accelerates the decline in water levels.
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The swamp from which the spring originates is
also a breeding site for birds. The area occupied
by the swamp is private land and therefore needs
to be conserved due to threats by encroachment
through cultivation and overgrazing.

Enapuyapui Swamp
It is found in Mariashoni location, within the
Kiptunga Forest in East Mau. It is a source of
the Mara River which drains into Lake Victoria.
It also serves as an elephant corridor. At the
time of this study, the swamp was dry. Most of
the trees near the swamp which were planted
in 2010 during the Mau Restoration programme
had also dried.

2.2.3 Water Resource Users Association
(WRUA)
East Mau has been divided into four main sub

catchments namely: Rongai, Njoro, Makalia and
Upper Enderit for management purposes. Each
sub catchment has a WRUA in place which has
developed a Sub Catchment Management Plan
(SCMP).
Most of these catchment areas face serious
threats in the form of river bank cultivation,
deforestation, water pollution, water scarcity,
and soil erosion as indicated in Table 2.2. The
SCMPs are aimed at promoting sustainable
development by ensuring that land use and other
agro-economic activities do not undermine
critical resources and ecological functions of the
ecosystem thus affecting local livelihoods.

Table 2.2: Threats facing Rivers in East Mau
River

Drainage
basin

Hot Spots

Threats

1 Molo

L. Baringo

Sandai area

Over use and dwindling water flows resulting in water
use conflicts

2 Rongai L Baringo

From source to Eldama Ravine
Road

Over use associated with water use conflicts

3 Njoro

Stretch between Egerton to Lake Solid waste disposal from Njoro Town, over abstraction
Nakuru
of water and sand mining

L. Nakuru

4 Makalia L. Nakuru

Stretch between Mau Narok and Forest destruction in the upper catchments. Farming
Makalia Waterfall
along the river banks

5 Nderit L. Nakuru

Stretch between Mau Narok
Centre and the Lake

6 Naishi L. Nakuru

Stretch between Naishi and the Forest destruction in the upper catchment. Farming
Lake
along the river banks near Likia

Forest destruction in the upper catchments and within
Mau Narok
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2.3 Biodiversity
The East Mau Water Tower is renowned for
its wealth in biodiversity. The Water Tower
has a wide range of plant and animal some
of which are endangered. The vegetation is
composed of shrubs, thick bamboo forest and
a dense indigenous forest like:- Cedar (Juniperus
procera), African olive (Olea africana), Dombeya
spp. and plantations of exotic trees like cypress
(Cupressus lusitanica), pine (Pinus patula, Pinus
radiata), Grevillea robusta and Eucalyptus spp..
The animal species in the Water Tower include
the African elephant, African Golden cat,
leopard, Nile Monitor lizard, Africa rock python,
Jackson’s widowbird and Crowned eagle all of
which are classified as most threatened species
in the IUCN red list.
Over 200 species of butterflies are also found in
the forest and at least 20 are dependent entirely
on the forest.
The Water Tower also has a rich diversity of

birds and has been accorded the Important
Bird Areas status by CITES. Forty-nine (49) of
Kenya’s 67 Afro-tropical highland bird species
are known to occur in the Mau Forest Complex,
including the grey throated barbet, bush shrike,
Equatorial akalat, red-chested owlet, Banded
prinia and Black faced rufous warbler.

2.4 Land Use and Land
Cover
East Mau is a block within the gazetted Mau
Complex Water Tower that receives high rainfall
throughout the year as a result of the influence
of the dense forest cover which favourably alters
the microclimate of the region. Maintenance of
appropriate forest cover is crucial to avoid rivers
drying up during the dry season and flooding in
the wet season.
In 2001, approximately 35,000 ha of land was
excised for human settlement thereby changing
the land use and land cover as shown in Table
2.3. In the gazetted forest area only 53% of the

Enapuiyapui Swamp, a non-gazetted wetland within the gazetted Kiptunga
forest in East Mau complex which feeds Mara river has dried up
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Table 2.3: Land Use and Land Cover in East Mau (ha)
Land Cover

Gazetted Forest Area

Buffer Zone

Dense forest
Open forest
Plantation forest
Shrub land
Wooded grassland
Open grassland
Crop land
Wetlands
Built up
Bare land
Other
Total

10,100 (15%)
21,547 (32%)
4,040 (6%)
8,080 (12%)
3,367 (5%)
1,347 (2%)
12,120 (18%)
3,367 (5%)
2,020 (3%)
1,212 (1.8%)
135 (0.2%)
67,335

4,678 (5%)
12,163 (13%)
6,549 (7%)
4,678 (5%)
1,871 (2%)
11,227 (12%)
46,781 (50%)
1,871 (2%)
2,807 (3%)
561 (0.6%)
374 (0.4%)
93,560

area is under forest cover while 18% is under
crop production and another 3% is taken up by
human settlement (Table 2.3). Cultivation in the
buffer zone is intense with about 50% of the land
under crop production and another 3% under
human settlement while forest cover is 25%.
There is need to reclaim the forest because if
this trend is not checked, all the rivers emanating

from the Water Tower will dry up. Land use and
land cover changes over time provide a picture
of how land is converted to various uses. The
information is useful in determining drivers of
degradation and correctional measures to be
taken in specific regions. Figures 2.6 and 3.7
shows the changes that have occurred in the
gazetted forest area between 1990 - 2016.

Tension in the 46,000 hectare Maasai Mau forest after hundreds of squatters from neighbouring
settlement areas invaded parcels of land that were controversially allocated to individuals in 1998
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Figure 2.6: Land Use and Land Cover for East Mau Forest Zone
1999

2000

Figure 2.7: Land Cover Maps for East Mau
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2010

2016

Forest land decreased between 1990 - 2016 by
21,740 ha while crop land which was minimal in
1990 increased by about 14, 849 ha as at 2016.
Forest land decreased in the buffer zone from
12,750 to 10,498 between 1990 - 2000 but
increased to 13,771 by 2016 indicating increased
conservation activities (Figure 2.8).
Crop land increased from 28,207 ha to 41,160

ha by 2016 as the area under grass land reduced
from 33,836 ha to 18,030 ha.

Land cover conversion
The thematic land use and land cover
conversions for the gazetted forests and buffer
zone are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The
highest conversion was from forest to open
grassland which was about 9,000 ha followed
by forests to cropland at about 4,600 ha.

Figure 2.8: Land Use and Land Cover for East Mau Buffer Zone

I conceive that the land belongs to a vast family of which many are dead, few are living,
and countless numbers are still unborn. Nigerian Chief
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Figure 2.9: Thematic Land Use and Land Cover Conversions in the Gazetted Forest

Figure 2.10: Thematic Land Use and Land Cover Conversions in the Buffer Zone
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This points to ocurrence of forest encroachment
as trees are cut down to open land for cultivation
and settlement. However, there was forest
recovery through conversion of about 2,000 ha
of open grassland and cropland into forest.
Overall, about 7,000 ha of forest land was
converted to cropland and 10,000 ha to wooded
grassland. Inspite of this, there was forest
recovery by conversion of about 5,000 ha of
crop and open grassland to forest land.

2.5 Socio Economics and
Livelihoods of Adjacent
Communities
The East Mau Water Tower supports a large
population of communities that live adjacent to
the forest. The climatic condition is conducive
for the cultivation of crops and livestock keeping
making it a major source of livelihoods to the
communities.
Mau forest is the traditional home of the Ogiek
forest dwelling communities but a large group
of emigrants from other communities have
moved into the forest.

2.5.1 Population
The average household size is 4-9 members
and majority have lived adjacent to the Water
Tower for more than 15 years (Figure 2.12). The
population density within the 5 km buffer zone
is 220 persons per km squared and 79% of the
households have land ownership documents.
The Kenya National Bureau of Statistics (2004)
reported that the towns of Kericho, Nakuru and
Narok grew by 5.1 %, 3.6 % and 4.4 % respectively,
between 1989 - 1999. The population census
of 2009, showed that Molo and Elburgon
sub locations in the buffer zone had a high
population density of between 600 to 1,500
persons per square km. Njoro, Mukungungu,
Migaa, Kihingo and Kiptulel had slightly lower
densities of 350-600 persons per square km
(Figure 2.11). These high population densities
exert a lot demand for forest resources.
The high population densities coupled with
improved infrastructure between urban centres
that include Molo, Keringet, Londiani, Tenwek,
Litein and Olenguruone that surround the Water
Tower may have contributed to the increased
exploitation of the forest resources.
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Figure 2.11: Population Density in East Mau (2009 population data)

Figure 2.12: (a) Years Lived Adjacent to the Water Tower and (b) Household Size (n=42)
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Human settlements Mau East, Nessuit Trading Centre, and extraction of water from a spring

2.5.2 Livelihoods
The main source of livelihood for
the
communities around the Water Tower is
agriculture. Other activities include honey
collection, cultivation, grazing, pole wood,
bamboo, fuel wood, charcoal production,
collection of medicinal plants and collection
of grasses and vines for basket making and
thatching. Crops grown include beans, maize,
potatoes, carrots, bananas, groundnuts,
vegetables, wheat, sorghum and oats.
About 67% of the households interviewed
experienced wildlife conflicts and the major
issues were crop destruction by moles and birds.
Wild animals mainly monkeys and leopards also
destroyed crops in the farms and kill livestock
repectively. The common coping strategy
against wild animal conflicts is to scare these
animals or report to the relevant institutions.

2.6 Total Economic
Valuation
Ecosystem goods and services of direct value
to the communities surrounding the Water
Tower include firewood, poles, timber, grazing,
thatch and water for domestic and livestock
consumption (Table 2.4).
Table 2.4: Total Economic Value
Product/Service
Fuelwood
Poles in pieces
Timber (m3)
Medicine
Water for livestock (m3)
Water per household (m3)
Grazing (bales)
Thatch grass (per head lot)
Honey (Kg)
Charcoal (bags)
Cultural sites
Total Economic Value

Value
656,756,360
501,465,248
7,112,982
0
9,562,708
34,859,679
25,151,232
1,040,178
5,736,276
6,557,281
0
1,248,241,944
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The estimated value of the products and services
extracted from the Water Tower by households
is KES 1.7 billion (US$ 227 million) per annum
with firewood accounting for up to 70% of the
value. The East Mau forest, with about 3000ha
under pine and cypress plantations, is the most
exploited forest in terms of timber extraction,
mostly by two forest based industries namely,
Timsales and Comply. The forest can produce
an estimated stump volume of 60,000 m3. At
the current price of KES 2,800 m-3, this would
generate an annual revenue of KES 168 million
(US$ 2.24 million) (Kipkoech et al., 2011).
Therefore, the Total Economic Value (TEV) for
East Mau is about KES 1.9 billion.

2.7 Community Interaction
The community interacts with the water tower
mainly through the PELIS (shamba system)
where KFS allows community groups to plant
crops as well as tend to young trees in areas
where harvesting of plantation forest has taken
place (Table 2.5).
Other interactions are through charcoal burning,
grazing, water for domestic and livestock, and
irrigation and adaptive research.

“I’m very conscious of the fact that you can’t do it alone. It’s teamwork. When you do it alone
you run the risk that when you are no longer there nobody else will do it.” Prof Wangari
Maathai. (1940-2011). Nobel laureate 2004.
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Table 2.5: Community Interaction
No. Type of interaction

Remarks

1.

PELIS, commonly known as Shamba system is being practiced where KFS
allows community groups to plant crops as well as tend to young trees
in areas where harvesting of plantation forest has taken place. Once the
trees are grown, the community is relocated to a different place where
harvesting of trees has taken place. Through this, the community is able
to increase their food production as well as promote growth of trees.

This system is beneficial when
the requirements are fulfilled
but it is oftenly abused as some
groups do not plant the seedlings

2.

Some of the community members burn charcoal in order to supplement There is need to enforce the
their daily needs. In most cases, this is an illegal activity
charcoal regulations to ensure
that the practice is sustainable

3.

The East Mau Water Tower is a dependable source of water supply for
Initiate payment for ecosystem
the communities both upstream and downstream for both domestic and services and enforce polluter
livestock use. However illegal human activities along the river channels
pays principle
has led to water pollution.

4.

Pastoral communities mainly those living in Mau Narok graze their
animals in the Water Tower. The grazing can be both legal whereby
livestock owners pay a monthly fee per animal to KFS and illegal where
the communities informally keep their livestock inside the forest.
However, grazing has often resulted in conflicts between crop farmers
and pastoralists. In addition, the large herds of livestock overgraze
thereby exposing the soil to agents of erosion which often leads to
siltation of rivers.

5.

The Water Tower is endowed with a wide range of flora and fauna which More ecotourism activities
promote tourism. An example of ecotourism activity is the Keringet
should be promoted
athletic park and nature trails. This generates foreign exchange and
promotes alternative livelihoods.

Grazing contributes to improved
livestock production but should
be controlled /managed through
grazing plans so that the land
carrying capacity is not exceeded
to prevent degradation through
grazing plans

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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2.8 Stakeholder Profiling
Various state and non-state stakeholders are
involved in protection, management and
conservation of East Mau water tower (Table
2.10).
The key state actors are KFS and KWS involved
in conservation and management of public
forests and wildlife respectively; NEMA that
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ensures environmental resilience and; WRA for
regulation of use of water resources.
Non-state actors are local/international
development agencies that provide funding
for various conservation activities, community
based organizations that carry out conservation
activities and private sector organizations that
undertake various activities as part of their
corporate social responsibility.

New motorbikes, tanks, solar panels, tents, TV and cold weather gear
issued by KWTA to Joint Enforcement Team

East Mau Water Tower Revised Status Report

Charcoal burning

Cedar posts

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Table 2.10: Stakeholders and their Roles
Institution

Roles/functions
a. State Actors

Kenya Water Towers Agency (KWTA)

To coordinate the conservation, protection and
sustainable management of all Water Towers.

Kenya Forest Services (KFS), Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS),
National Environmental Management Authority (NEMA),
Ministry of Agriculture,Livestock and Fisheries (MOALF),
County Governments of Narok and Nakuru

Conserve and manage all public forests; development
of Participatory Forest Management Plans, support
creation of CFAs; promote sustainable agroforestry
practice and management; ensure environmental
resilience

Kenya Forest Research Institute (KEFRI), Egerton
University

Undertake research, training and education in
forestry and allied natural resources

Ministry of Interior and coordination of National
Government

Coordinate and handle security issues

Ministry of lands and housing, County Governments

Coordinate issues relating to land, issuing of titles,
and ensuring land use plans are adhered to

Water Resource Authority (WRA)

Facilitate the establishment and operation of WRUAs
and WRMAs for conflict resolution and sustainable
management of water resources

Kenya Electricity Generating Company (KENGEN), Ministry Training the community on alternative energy saving
of Agriculture (MOA), County Governments of Narok and sources
Nakuru
Ministry of foreign affairs, Nyayo Tea Zone, Kenya Defense Engaged in tree planting activities as part of
Forces (Gilgil)
corporate social responsibility

Ewaso Nyiro South Development Authority (ENSDA)

Rehabilitation of degraded areas through promotion
of bamboo and indigenous trees
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Institution

Roles/functions
b. Non-State Actors

East Africa Community, Lake Victoria Basin
Commission, Lake Victoria Environmental
Management Program (LVEMP)

Formulating laws and regulations which cover
transboundary conservation and environmental issues;
handling transboundary issues

Timsales, Comply, Timber Merchants Association,
Kenya Commercial Bank (KCB), Safaricom LTD,
Crown Foods (Keringet), Kenya association of
manufacturers (private sector alliance)

Training, provision of bursary to needy students, building
schools, provision of seedlings and other community
support activities and conservation in pursuit of corporate
social responsibility

Ogiek community, Ogiek Peoples Development
Engage in conservation, management and utilization of
natural resources through programs such as PELIS
Programme, Kazi kwa Vijana Community Forest
Associations (CFAs), Community Based Associations
such as ENSDA FESPAK, FOMAWA, ISLA,IDS,Emburu
Rafiki,Sence Bary (KEW), ACC, FTMA,RAFIKI,
Resource user associations such as WRUAs
International/local donors development partners
(Finland (MMMB), AFDB (GZDSP), EU (CDTF
& IARM), World Bank (NRM), MSTCDC Arusha
(Regional), FAO, World Wide Fund (WWF), Rhino
Ark, Green Belt Movement, IUCN

Funding or sourcing for funding for conservation activities
such as fencing, organizing sports competitions aimed at
sensitization

Kenya Forest Working Group (KFWG), Kenya Forest
Network (KFN),

Provide forum for individuals, organizations and institutions
(government and non-government, local and international)
and community organizations concerned with forests

NACOFA, NECOFA

To collectively support CFAs in addressing sustainable
management and utilization of forest resources in East Mau

Africa Wildlife Fund, MAMASE

Funding research and conservation activities

Religious organizations/ schools

Tree planting, sensitization on need for conservation
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2.9 Threats and Challenges
They key threat to ecosystem resilience and
health in the East Mau Water Tower is increased
human activity due to cultivation of crops and
grazing of livestock (Figure 2.13). Opening of
forestland for crop cultivation culminates into
a reduction in forest cover, forest degradation
and species loss thereby affecting critical water
catchment areas and biodiversity hotspots.

These losses have not only negatively affected
the ecological balance of the forests but have
also immensely contributed to diminishing
livelihood sources of the communities within the
Water Tower due to reduced land productivity
and increased resource use conflicts.
Other threats include charcoal production,
logging and debarking (Table 2.6).

Figure 2.13: Environmental Threats Facing East Mau

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Table 2.6: Threats and challenges facing East Mau water tower
Threat

Effects

Settlement

Demand for more land for agriculture and settlement has
led to clearance of vegetation on the wider landscape. This
has destroyed habitats for wild fauna and restricted their
movement across the landscape. Also, it has affected the
potential for the indigenous tree species to regenerate forest
canopy which has a biological effect on moisture retention is
lost leading to desert like atmosphere

and
Cultivation

	
  

Illegal
Logging

Forest and
Bush Fire

	
  

A large portion of trees have been felled through illegal
logging that result in non-selective cutting of indigenous tree
species. Forest structures and canopy gaps are affected by
logging of trees. It affects the forest tree population recovery
and faunal structures and distribution within the forest hence
affecting the recharge potential of springs, streams, wetlands
and rivers
Burning is a practice by some communities to regenerate
and improve the quality of grass for their livestock. This is
normally done when the rainy seasons are just about to set
in causing forest fires. Destruction of grasslands adversely
affects the habitats for some birds species. It also reduces the
capacity of the land to retain and delay the runoff flows. In
additional, there are no proper mechanism and equipment to
fight forest fires within a short period of time.

Overgrazing Overgrazing in the open forest areas has the potential to
cause degradation of grasses. Movement of livestock into
the dense forest areas can create paths that open access into
the forest. Regeneration of tree seedling is often difficult to
observe in areas often used for grazing. There is also high
potential for opportunistic and invasive species to encroach
such areas.
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Threat

Effects

Soil erosion Erosions are caused by interacting agents mainly deforestation
when forestland is opened for cultivation coupled with
overgrazing and trampling, which destroys vegetation cover.
The bare soil, especially on steep slopes is vulnerable to agents
of erosion such as water and wind. Eroded soils/sediments
are deposited in streams and springs causing water pollution
and can also block spring “eyes” potentially reducing water
discharge rate.
Plantation
Expansion of plantations creates exotic species of trees that
do not provide diverse habitat characteristics of the fauna
farming
species. Both distribution and diversity of populations of
species are adversely affected by plantation forests.
Sand
Mining activities, especially quarrying of building stones
harvesting affect the land by leaving derelictions that cannot be filled
or reclaimed easily. It destroys the standing forest trees as
the vegetation is cleared to pave way for extraction of the
resources.

	
  

	
  

Debarking

Debarking destroys the bark of a tree that assists the plant in
transportation of water and nutrients, and protects the plant
against infections. Affected trees are those with medicinal
values and whose backs have wax to light fire. Most of the
trees that are debarked end up dying from the effect.

Charcoal

Charcoal production is carried out inside the Water Tower
mainly for sale and some for household use.

production
Water
quality/
	
  

pollution
from

factory.

Some of the factories release a sludge during post treatment
of timber and agro-chemicals farms mainly from flower farms
in Naivasha and upstream farming whereby considerable
amounts of chemicals are used in controlling pests and
diseases. This has affected both the quantity and quality of
the water.
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Threat

Effects

Land

In Mau, there are people who have title deeds which are being
contested and the issue has not been fully resolved. This has
contributed to encroachment into the gazetted forest

ownership

	
  

issues
Human
wildlife
conflict
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Human wildlife conflict occur resulting to destruction of
habitat/ changes in breeding/ mating habits. These are quite
common especially in the areas without an electric fence.
Wild animals such elephants get to the community farms and
homesteads in search of water and fodder. In the process,
some kill human beings living within the community. As a
result, the community may either pursue the animal and kill
it or engage the KFS guards and KWS rangers when they come
to solve the issues. Other times the wild animals attack the
KWS rangers injuring or in rare cases killing them. In addition,
the process of solving cases related to Human Wildlife Conflict
takes a lot of time especially for cases referred to the court.
These are quite common especially in the areas without an
electric fence.

2.10 Priority Areas for
Intervention
These are areas that require actions to be
undertaken to ensure rehabilitation and
protection from further deterioration for
long term ecosystem health and resilience.
Conservation of the priority areas would
potentially guarantee preservation of the
upstream and downstream biodiversity and
improvement of ground water recharge and
discharge in the East Mau Water Tower.

Priority areas of intervention consist of hotspots
based on critical water catchment areas, critical
biodiversity areas, critical steep areas, high
elevation areas, areas with high population
density, riparian areas (200m buffer) and
deforested areas.
Integration of the different hotspots through
modelling leads to intersection of conservation
issues which gives three priority areas for
conservation on an ascending scale.

Drying up of rivers in Mt. Kenya and Aberdares has caused a drop in the water levels. A recent case is
drying up of most tributaries feeding River Sagana.
In the North Rift, wild fires has consumed more than 500 acres of forests in Trans Nzoia and Elgeyo
Marakwet counties.

Coordinated
Coordinated
Environmental
Towers
Conservation
Protection
The rivers are drying up as a result of destruction
of theWater
Water
tower
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Priority 1 conservation areas require immediate attention, Priority 2 require attention in the midterm while Priority 3 would require attention in the long term (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14: Priority Areas for Intervention in East Mau
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Table 2.7 gives the priority areas that require
immediate action by KWTA and other
stakeholders. These areas are mainly found in
the upper part of Njoro Sub Catchment in Njoro

Town, Mauche, Teret and Nessuit areas. The
priority areas for mid term and long term action
are given in Annex III.

Table 2.7: Conservation Priority Issues and Proposed interventions
Intersecting conservation
matrix (priority issues)
Biodiversity
Hotspot
[Species
richness,
Species of
conservation
importance,
and
Conservation
threats
(observations)

Suggested interventions

Sub-locations

Slope

• Restriction of settlements in those areas
• Prevention of cultivation
• Reservation of forest/bush isolation on steep slope areas
• Avoid cultivation on steep slopes in critical water areas
• Reforestation programs

Nyota, Marioshoni,
Kihingo, Entiyani,
Kapkembu and
Kiambogo

Endemic
Species

• Specific species-conservation effort directed on species in
areas of concern
• Encouraging generation of the endemic plants
• Encouraging natural adoption of endemic species on farms
by local residents

Elevation

• Restoration of deforested areas
• Encouraging reforestation and/or afforestation of
indigenous trees
• Restriction of settlements in those areas
• Prevention of cultivation
• Encouraging zero-grazing only

Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Intersecting conservation
matrix (priority issues)
Biodiversity
Hotspot
[Species
richness,
Species of
conservation
importance,
and
Conservation
threats
(observations)

Suggested interventions

Population • Creating buffers to prevent destructions by trampling on
Density
areas with water resources such as springs, swamps
• Protection of species of conservation importance
• Planting indigenous trees species (or bamboo) within the
forest buffers

Nyota, Marioshoni,
Kihingo, Entiyani,
Kapkembu and
Kiambogo

• Creating conservation awareness
• Adopting energy conservation strategies and encouraging
alternative means of energy utilization
Forest Loss • Replanting, buffering to allow for forest regeneration,
enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover

2.11 Proposed Interventions
Based on land cover land use trends, analysis
of degradation levels as well as threats and
challenges facing the Water Tower, the following
intervention measures are recommended to
ensure restoration and conservation of East
Mau Water Tower:
i. Restoration of Upper Njoro sub
catchment which has been identified as
critical through forest regeneration and
agroforestry development by enforcement
of progressive on- farm minimum tree
cover of 10%.
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ii. Protection of water recharge and
discharge areas which include springs
such as Maji Moto springs in Nessuit,
Kaplekwa in Teret; swamps and rivers such
Njoro, Makalia, Elderit and Naishi.
iii. Enforcement of relevant legislation
that restricts cultivation in steep slopes
unless the soil is protected against soil
erosion for areas identified as hotspots
based on slope (above 33%) which include
Kiptunga, Teret, Siapei, Topoti, Kiambogo
and Ndabibi areas.
iv. Recovery of areas above 2800 metres

(above sea level) identified in the elevation
hotspot in order to preserve the catchment
areas of the top of the Mau Escarpment.
They include Kiptunga, Milimet, Elburgon,
Teret, Siapei and Topoti.
v. Improve habitat conditions in areas
identified as biodiversity hotspots in
areas such as West of Sigotik, North of
Lusiru, West of Lelechwet; West and North
ESast of Teret Sub-locations.
vi. Involve local communities in a
participatory approach to conservation
of the species that are of conservation
concern. An example is the preservation
of the African elephant by maintaining the
migration corridor.
vii. Diversification of livelihoods through
promotion of alternative income
generating activities such as agroforestry,
beekeeping, fish farming and planting of
fruit trees
viii. Promotion of alternative sources of
energy such as energy saving jikos
to reduce demand for fuel wood and
charcoal used by the community

2.12 KWTA Efforts and
Achievements
1. Building a forest guard outpost for
better monitoring and control of illegal
activities.
2. Community capacity building is being
carried out for optimum conservation
and management of the forest in the
longterm
3. Leasing out land for the planting of
indigenous seedlings in some parts of
Molo block and in other areas like Sururu
and Koibatek, seedlings were planted to
rehabilitate the lost forest
4. Land recovery efforts has seen forty
four (44) titles totaling 1,250 ha being
surrendered voluntarily as of 2015.
However, the recovery effort should
be stepped up and recovered lands
converted to forest area with indigenous
trees species.
5. Bamboo has been identified as a
strategic resource that could substitute
wood and reduce pressure on forest wood
products by communities. A national
bamboo stakeholders’ workshop was
organized which identified the key pillars
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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in developing bamboo industry. KWTA has prepared a concept note on bamboo industry
development and sought funding from the Chinese government.
6. Promotion of agroforestry: Agroforestry initiatives in the Water Tower can be undertaken
through integration of indigenous trees and exotic trees as the larger area of the buffer zone
are farmlands. Trees species such as; Cypress, Pine Grevillea robusta, Podocarpus falcatus,
fruit trees and fodder trees can be adopted as well as Bamboo. This will lead to improved
livelihood through income generation, improved livestock production, alternative sources
of timber and fuelwood and soil conservation. It will also help in addressing issues of illegal
logging, charcoal burning and pasture.

7. Promotion of alternative source of livelihoods: Promotion of alternative livelihood programs
will reduce community dependency on the forest products. It will also provide surplus sources
of income for the household and enhance water conservation. Some of the programs that
can be promoted and adopted include:
• Bamboo farming
• Modern bee keeping and honey harvesting
• Use of energy-saving jikos
• Use of alternative sources of energy such as solar, biogas and micro hydro power
units
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Payment for Ecosystem Services
Water towers provide important ecosystem goods
and services such as biodiversity conservation, water
purification and storage, scenic beauty and carbon
sequestration to the society. In spite of these benefits, the
towers are prone to degradation caused by inefficient,
un-sustainable, and inequitable land use by surrounding
communities who are not direct beneficiaries of the
ecosystem goods and services. Conventional measures
have failed to motivate these communities to avoid the
disruptive and unsustainable land use practices.

stakeholders came together in 2011 to augment
conservation activities and to establish the Chyulu Hills
Conservation Trust (CHCT) multi-stakeholder forum.
The CHCT was formalized in 2015 and encompasses
two government agencies, three local NGOs and four
Maasai Group Ranches. The CHCT has successfully
implemented the Chyulu Hills REDD+ Project covering
410,000 ha, which has reduced emission of 600,000
tons of CO2 annually from deforestation and forest
degradation.

This situation has given rise to the alternative concept
of Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) whereby the
supply of ecosystem goods and services to the society
is maintained through incentives that encourage the
communities to forego disruptive and unsustainable
land use practices. PES provides partial monetary
compensation to the communities for the intangible
costs incurred during generation of ecosystem
services and goods. The emergence and growth of PES
mechanisms such as those in carbon
markets and now the opportunity for
reduced emissions from deforestation
and degradation (REDD) make more
appealing cases for the communities
surrounding water towers to exploit
this potential.

In addition, the CHCT is also scoping the feasibility of a
PES scheme between the local community and Mombasa
City who obtain 30% of their water requirement from
the Mzima Springs. Kariaria (2009) observed that future
efforts on promotion PES in water towers should focus
on creating awareness and build capacity of surrounding
communities to supply ecosystem goods services, and
piloting PES schemes in selected water towers and
scaling up the lessons learnt.

The Chyulu Hills water tower is
critical for the provision of ecosystem
goods and services, including water
and carbon sequestration. In an
effort to enhance the conservation Upstream conservation of a watershed in the Aberdares water tower (right) which enand protection of the tower, various sures provision of clean water in the downstream (left). Source (Kariaria, 2009).
Coordinated Water Towers Conservation
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Intensive crop farming close to riparian area
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3.0 Implementation Plan for East
Mau Water Tower
Based on threats and challenges, the recommended intervention measures and profile of key
stakeholder in East Mau Water Tower, a proposed implementation plan has been developed. The
Plan estimates a budget of KES 649.5 Million that will be required for restoration and conservation
of this Water Tower
* budget of continuous intervention only for one year
No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Expected
Outcome

1.

Low level of
awareness in
conservation

Community
sensitization
and awareness
creation on issues
conservation on
water tower

1 year

10

KWTA, KFS, Nakuru
County Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination,
CFA, WRUA, NGOs,
CBOs

Increased level
of awareness
and interest in
conservation of
the water tower
by community
members

Capacity building

1 year

18

KWTA, KFS, Nakuru
County Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination
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No.

2.

Threat

Encroachment
for settlement
and agriculture

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Promote
Continuous 15*
environmental
education in schools
on conservation of
water towers
Support
Continuous 20*
environmental clubs
in schools
Undertake
2 years
20
boundary
realignment and
demarcation of the
forest

Periodic aerial
survey

Periodic

8*

Expected
Outcome

Ministry of
Education, KWTA,
KFS, Nakuru County
Government
KWTA, Ministry of
Education
Surveys of Kenya,
KFS, KWTA

Clear demarcation
of forest boundary

KWTA, KFS, County
Government of
Nakuru

• Mapped out
land uses
within water
tower
• Encroached
areas identified
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No.

3.

Threat

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Expected
Outcome

Reclaim and
rehabilitate
encroached areas

2 years

40

•

Logging of
Strict enforcement
indigenous
of the law
trees for timber

Rehabilitation

Continuous 10*

2 years

15

Increase patrols and Continuous 16*
surveillance

KWTA, KFS, Ministry
of Interior and
Coordination,
Nakurur County
Government

KFS, Nakuru County
Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination

Encroached
areas
reclaimed

Increase forest
cover through
rehabilitation
and natural
regeneration
• Reduced
incidence of
illegal logging of
indigenous trees

•

• Increased forest
cover
KWTA, KFS, CFA,
Increased forest
WRUA, CBOs, NGOs, cover
KFS
• Reduced
incidence of
illegal logging of
indigenous trees
• Maintenance
of forest cover
and density of
indigenous trees
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No.

4.

Threat

Excisions

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Expected
Outcome

Fence the gazetted
forest

2 years

25

KFS

Reduced incidence
of illegal logging
due to controlled
access into the
forest

Promote
agroforestry in
farmlands
Adoption of
alternative building
technologies e.g
construction using

2 years

5

KWTA, KFS, Nakuru
County Government,
WRUA, CFA, NGOs

3 years

10

KFS, Nakurur County Reduced
Government, KWTA dependence of
forest products for
building materials

50

Ministry of
Environment and
Forestry, Ministry of
Lands, NLC, Surveys

bamboo
Reclaim excised
3 years
areas above 2800m
asl where critical
water catchment for
Njoro, Makalia and
Nderit river

Rehabilitate of
reclaimed areas
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2 years

20

of Kenya, KWTA,
KFS, WRA, Ministry
of Interior and
Coordination
Ministry of
Environment and
Forestry, KWTA, KFS,
County Government
of Nakuru, NGOs,,
CBOs

•

Excised area
reclaimed

•

Improved
water quantity
and quality in
Njoro, Makalia
and Nderit
rivers

No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

5.

Expansion
of exotic
plantations
inside the
forest

Monitoring and
Continuous 5
surveillance to curb
any encroachment
Ban illegal
6 months
1.5
plantation in the
forest
Rehabilitate
1 year
10
reclaimed areas that
had illegal exotic
plantations with
indigenous trees

6.

Charcoal
production
and firewood
collection

Strict enforcement
of charcoal rules
and regulation
Continuous patrol
to curb illegal
activities
Establishment of
woodlots on farms

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Continuous 5*

Continuous 10*

2 years

12

Expected
Outcome

KFS

Ministry of
Environment and
Forestry, KFS, KWTA
Ministry of
Environment and
Forestry, KWTA, KFS,
County Government
of Nakuru, NGOs,
CBOs
KFS, Nakuru County
Government

Increased forest
cover

•

Reduced
incidences
of charcoal
burning

•

Increased
forest cover

KFS

CFAs, WRUAs,
Community
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No.

Threat

7.

Debarking

8.

58

Intervention (s)

Strict enforcement
to curb perpetrators
Increased patrols
and surveillance
Employ community
scouts and
informers
Fencing to control
access
Water pollution Undertake water
from factory
quality assessment
of water being
released from the
factory to the rivers
Stop discharge
of waste in the
rivers until proper
measure are put in
place
Monitoring of
quality of discharge
being released from
the factories

East Mau Water Tower Revised Status Report

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Continuous 2*

KFS

Continuous 5*

KFS

Continuous 3*

KFS

2 years

10

1 month

3

KWTA, KFS, Nakuru
County Government
NEMA,WRA, KWTA,
Nakuru County
Government

1 month

2

Continuous 5*

Expected
Outcome
Increased forest
cover

Water quality in
affected rivers
assessed

NEMA, WRA, Nakuru Improved water
County Government quality

NEMA, WRA, Nakuru
County Government

No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

9.

Overdependence
on natural
resources due
to high poverty
levels
Unsustainable
land
management
practices

Promote alternative 5 years
50
livelihoods such
as bee keeping,
briquette making,
beadwork
Promote adoption
2 years
30
of sustainable
land management
practices such
as terracing,
agroforestry
Facilitation of
Continuous 10*
conservation
committees

10.

11.

Poor
coordination
and
governance
structures

Development and
implementation
of Ecosystem
Management Plans
and monitoring
plans

Period

5 years

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

50

Expected
Outcome

KWTA, KFS, CFAs,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination,
NGOs, Nakuru
County Government
KWTA, KFS, WRA.
CFA. WRUA, Nakuru
County Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination

Improved
household income

Ministry of Interior
and Coordination,
KWTA, NEMA,
KFS,WRA, County
Government of

Enhance synergies
in protection,
conservation and
management.

Nakuru
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination,
KWTA, NEMA,
KFS,WRA, County
Government of
Nakurur, CFAs,
WRUAs

Sustainable land
management
practices adopted

Improved
conservation of
water towers
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No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

Period

12.

Forest fire

Establish and
maintain fire breaks
Develop and
implement fire
management plan
including early fire
warning systems
Strict law
enforcement
and community
engagement on
sand harvesting
Promote sustainable
sand harvesting and
quarrying
Establish and
implement
county by-laws on
management of
sand harvesting and
quarrying
Ban illegal quarrying

Continuous 15*

KFS

Continuous 10*

KFS

Continuous 10*

Nakuru County
No illegal sand
Government, NEMA, harvesting
KFS, KWTA, Ministry activities
of Interior and
Coordination
Nakuru County
Government, NEMA

13.

Sand
harvesting

and sand harvesting
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Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Continuous 3

2 years

10

Nakuru County
Government

Immediately

1

Nakuru County
Government, NEMA

Expected
Outcome
Reduced incidence
of forest fire

No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Expected
Outcome

14.

Overgrazing

Promotion of
improved livestock
breeds
Introduction of
fodder crops
Establishment of
grazing plans

1.5 years

5

Department of
Agriculture

•

2 years

10

6 months

7

Department of
Agriculture
KFS, CFA, WRUA

Supervised
and controlled
access into
the forest for
grazing

•

Reduced soil
erosion and
compaction

•

Reduced
destruction
of young tree
seedlings

•

Increase in
vegetation
cover

Improved
animal
products
Increased soil
vegetation cover
hence reduced
magnitude of soil
erosion

•

15.

Soil erosion

Rehabilitation

2 years

20

KWTA, KFS, Nakuru
County Government

Implement soil
conservation
measures such as
terracing

1 year

10

Department of
Agriculture, KWTA,
KFS, Nakuru County
Government,
Ministry of Interior
and Coordination
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No.

Threat

Intervention (s)

Period

Budget Responsibility
(KES) in
Million

Expected
Outcome

16.

Human wildlife
conflict

Fencing humanwildlife conflict
hotspot areas
Strengthening and
capacity building
of County Wildlife
Compensation
Committee
Establish and
maintain rapid
response and
monitoring system

3 years

30

KFS

•

1 year

3

KWTA, KWS

Reduced
human
wildlife
community

•

Improved
biodiversity
quality

TOTAL BUDGET

*Estimated budget for one year
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3 years

20

649.5

KWS

4.O Conclusion and Recommendations
East Mau Water Tower is important to the national and regional economies due to the provision
of multiple ecological, economic, social and cultural goods and services; directly to adjacent
communities in the form of water for domestic use and livestock production, pasture, firewood
and timber. To the wider regions in which they occur, they provide indirect goods and services
such as modification of macro-climate; water storage, purification and supply; and sequestration of
greenhouse gases that cause climate change.
The estimated Total Economic Value of the goods and services from the Water Tower can potentially
increase if it is better conserved and protected against various threats that affect its sensitive and
fragile ecosystem. The threats are mainly caused by rapid population growth which intensifies
the pressure on the limited Water Tower natural resources thereby accelerating their eventual
degradation. In addition, there is change in land use and land cover due to cutting of trees for
firewood, charcoal, opening land for cultivation, occurrence of forest and bush fires and excision
of gazetted forest to create human settlement. Reduction in forest cover degrades critical water
catchments leading to decline in water flows from springs and rivers, especially during the dry
season and flooding in rainy conditions. Further, encroachment into areas that are rich in diverse
flora and fauna compromises their biodiversity status and some of the species which are already
either threatened or endangered according to CITES and IUCN.
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Annexes

Annex I: List of preferred tree species for
rehabilitation and their uses
No

Purpose

Local/Common Name

Botanical Name

1.

Charcoal

Emitiot/Brown olive

Olea Africana

Silibwet

Dombeya kirkii

Emitiot/ Brown olive

Olea africana

Rerendet

Neubotonia macrocalyx

Pine

Pinus spp.

Tarakwet /Cypress

Cupressus spp

Eucalyptus/Blue gum

Eucalyptus spp

Masaita

Olea capensis

Logomaita

Macaranga kilimandscharica

2.

3.
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Firewood

Building/Construction Saptet

Podocarpus falcutus

Tarakwet /Cypress

Cupressus spp

Tarakwet/Red Cedar

Juniperus virginiana

Saptet/Podo

Podocarpus spp.

Eucalyptus/Blue gum

Eucalyptus

Emitiot

Olea africana

Bamboo

Yushana alpine
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No

Purpose

Local/Common Name

Botanical Name

4.

Timber

Cheborus/Cypress

Cupressus spp.

Pine

Pinus spp.

Tarakwet/Red Cedar

Juniperus virginiana

Chepkosa/Eucalyptus/Blue gum

Eucalyptus

Sebesebe

Grevellia robusta

Chepkoibet

Aningeria altisa

Sogoet

Warburgia ugandensis

Tenduet

Prunus africana

Sakawaita

Fagara macrophylla

Tinet

Dichrostachys cinerea

Soget

Warburgia ugadensis

Sisiet

Acacia tortilis

Chepndolwet

-

Emitiot

Olea africana

Mitiot

-

Chesimboliet

Apodytes dimidiata

Tongotuet

Illex mitis

Sakawaita

Fagara macrophylla

Kuriot

Vebris nobilis

Ararwet

Ekeburgia capensis

Simotwet

Ficus thonningii

Korosion

Dobera glabra

Sinendet

Periploca linearifolia

Saptet

Podocarpus falcutus

Kosisitiet

Rhamnus staddo

Lebekwet

Dracaena afromontana

5.

6.

Medicinal

As a shrine
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Annex II: Conservation Priority Issues and
Proposed interventions for Priority 2 Areas
Intersecting conservation
matrix (priority issues)

Suggested interventions

Sub-locations

Biodiversity
Hotspot

- Detailed study on endemic species and their specific
distribution

Mang’elete and
Eastern Olorika

Endemic
Species

[Species
richness,
Species of
Pop Density
conservation
Slope
importance,
and
Conservation
threats
Forest Loss
(observations)
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- Specific species-conservation effort directed on species
in areas of concern
- Encouraging natural adoption of endemic on farms by
local residents
⁻ Restriction of settlements in the high elevation areas
- Stabilization of soils on the slopes
Planting indigenous trees (bamboo) on the slopes
- Avoid cultivation on steep slopes in critical water areas
- Replanting, buffering to allow for forest regeneration
- Enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover
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Annex III: Conservation Priority Issues and
Proposed interventions for Priority 3 Areas
Intersecting conservation Suggested interventions
matrix (priority issues)
Elevation
Endemic
- Detailed study on endemic species and their specific distribution
Species
- Specific species-conservation effort directed on species in areas
of concern
- Encouraging natural adoption of endemic on farms by local
residents
Pop
Density
Slope

⁻ Restriction of settlements in the high elevation areas

Sub-locations
Olorika
Oltiasika
Tsavo West
Game Reserve

- Stabilization of soils on the slopes
Planting indigenous trees (bamboo) on the slopes

- Avoid cultivation on steep slopes in critical water areas
Forest Loss - Replanting, buffering to allow for forest regeneration
- Enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover
Slope

Forest Loss - Replanting, buffering to allow for forest regeneration
Endemic
Species

- Enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover
- Detailed study on endemic species and their specific distribution
- Specific species-conservation effort directed on species in areas
of concern
- Encouraging natural adoption of endemic on farms by local
residents
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Intersecting conservation Suggested interventions
matrix (priority issues)
Pop
Density

Population
Density

Endemic
Species

- Creating buffers to prevent destructions by trampling on areas
with water resources such as springs, swamps
- Planting indigenous trees species (or bamboo) within the buffers
- Detailed study on endemic species and their specific distribution
- Specific species-conservation effort directed on species in areas
of concern
- Encouraging natural adoption of endemic on farms by local
residents

- Create conservation awareness on the endemic plant species
Forest Loss - Planting indigenous trees species (or bamboo) within the buffers

Endemic
Species
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- Encourage conservation of forest/bamboo isolation in cropland
areas
Forest Loss - Planting indigenous trees species (or bamboo) within the buffers
- Encourage conservation of forest/bamboo isolation in cropland
areas
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Sub-locations

Annex IV: Conservation Priority 2 Issues and
Proposed interventions in East Mau
Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Interventions

Priority
areas of
conservation
2

Biodiversity
Hotspot

Nyota,
Marioshoni,
⁻ Restriction of settlements in those areas Kihingo,
Entiyani,
Kapkembu and
⁻ Prevention of cultivation
Kiambogo
⁻ Reservation of forest/bush isolation on
steep slope areas

Slope

[Species
richness,
Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]
Endemic
Species

Sublocations

⁻ Avoid cultivation on steep slopes in
critical water areas
⁻

Specific species-conservation effort
directed on species in areas of concern

⁻

Encouraging generation of the
endemic plants

⁻

Encouraging natural adoption of
endemic on farms by local residents
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Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Priority
areas of
conservation
2

Biodiversity
Hotspot

Priority
areas of
conservation
2

Elevation
⁻ Restoration of deforested areas

[Species
richness,

⁻ Encouraging reforestation and/or
afforestation of indigenous trees

Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]

⁻ Restriction of settlements in those areas

Biodiversity
Hotspot

Sublocations

Nyota,
Marioshoni,
Kihingo,
Entiyani,
Kapkembu and
Kiambogo

⁻ Prevention of cultivation
⁻ Encouraging zero-grazing only

Pop Density

[Species
richness,

-

Creating buffers to prevent
destructions by trampling on areas
with water resources such as springs,
swamps

- Protection of species of conservation
importance

Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]

-

Planting indigenous trees species (or
bamboo) within the forest buffers

- Creating conservation awareness

Forest Loss
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Interventions
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- Adopting energy conservation
strategies and encouraging alternative
means of energy utilization
- Replanting, buffering to allow for forest
regeneration, enforce the 10% on-farm
tree cover

Nyota,
Marioshoni,
Kihingo,
Entiyani,
Kapkembu and
Kiambogo

Annex V: Conservation Priority 3 Issues and
Proposed interventions in East Mau
Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Interventions

Sublocations

Priority
Areas of
Conservation
3

Biodiversity
Hotspot

- Detailed study on endemic species
and their specific distribution

Elburgon, Sururu,
Likia,

- Specific species-conservation effort
directed on species in areas of
concern

Mau Narok,
Olorropi,

Endemic
Species

[Species
richness,
Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]

- Encouraging natural adoption of
endemic on farms by local residents

Pop Density

Ndabibi,
Njoro and Molo

⁻ Restriction of settlements in the high
elevation areas
- Detailed study on endemic species
and their specific distribution
- Specific species-conservation effort
directed on species in areas of
concern

Endemic
Species

- Encouraging natural adoption of
endemic on farms by local residents
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Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Interventions

Priority
Areas of
Conservation
3

Biodiversity
Hotspot

- Stabilization of soils on the slopes
Planting indigenous trees (bamboo) on
the slopes

[Species
richness,
Slope
Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
Forest Loss
(observations)]

- Avoid cultivation on steep slopes in
critical water areas
- Replanting, buffering to allow for
forest regeneration
- Enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover
- Replanting, buffering to allow for
forest regeneration
- Enforce the 10% on-farm tree cover

Forest Loss
Endemic
Species

- Encourage
- Detailed study on endemic species
and their specific distribution
- Specific species-conservation effort
directed on species in areas of
concern
- - Encouraging natural adoption of
endemic on farms by local residents
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Sublocations

Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Interventions

Sublocations

Priority
Areas of
Conservation
3

Biodiversity
Hotspot

- Creating buffers to prevent
destructions by trampling on areas
with water resources such as
springs, swamps

Elburgon, Sururu,
Likia,

[Species
richness,
Pop Density
Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]

- Planting indigenous trees species
(or bamboo) within the buffers
- Detailed study on endemic species
and their specific distribution

Mau Narok,
Olorropi,
Ndabibi,
Njoro and Molo

- Specific species-conservation effort
directed on species in areas of
concern
- Encouraging natural adoption of
endemic on farms by local residents

Endemic
Species

Forest Loss

- Create conservation awareness on
the endemic plant species
- Planting indigenous trees species
(or bamboo) within the buffers
- Encourage conservation of forest/
bamboo isolation in cropland areas
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Conservation
priorities

Intersecting conservation matrix
(priority issues)

Interventions

Sublocations

Priority
Areas of
Conservation
3

Biodiversity
Hotspot

- Planting indigenous trees species
(or bamboo) within the buffers

Elburgon, Sururu,
Likia,

[Species
richness,

- Encourage conservation of forest/
bamboo isolation in cropland areas

Mau Narok,
Olorropi,

Species of
conservation
importance, and
Conservation
threats
(observations)]
Forest Loss
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Ndabibi,
Njoro and Molo
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